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Optical Character Recognition via Tesseract

By Andy Pepperdine

It has been some time since the state of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) was considered, and 
since I had cause to use it, I wondered whether things had improved. And they have. There is now a 
front end (called gImageReader) that makes life a lot easier, Tesseract can handle more types of 
image, and there are a very large number of additional languages and scripts supported than there 
were.

Installation

Under Linux Mint Tara, if you bring up Synaptic, and search for tesseract, you will see innumerable
supporting packages for all manner of scripts and languages – too many for me to count, and there 
seems to be continuing work to add more. The version you will get is 4.0.0-beta-1, and is an 
advance on the one in Mint Sylvia, which still provides version 3 only.

Installing all the packages you need, will give you a command line program, tesseract, which by 
itself has no graphical front end.

Additional image processing

In addition, you should also install the package imagemagick, as this will enable you to make many 
suitable transformations of an image to help tesseract in particular, improving contrast, rotating to 
align lines horizontally, and conversion to grey scales, all of which are necessary for some images.

The important program here is called convert, but again it is command line only.

Another simple but useful application is gwenview (available from the Mint repository) which has 
simple features for cropping images where necessary.

Graphical interface

However, there is now a very useful graphical front end available, called gImageReader, available 
in the Mint repositories under the obvious name of gimagereader. This enables you to select the 
area for processing, do simple image transformations, like rotation, contrast and brightness 
enhancements. It will also allow you to select the language, including various versions of English.

Preparation

Preparation of an image, these days, is almost trivial. It can process a number of readily available 
image formats, but conversion to jpeg or tif would probably be best. And then open the image with 
gImageReader. If is coloured, then running it through convert to turn it into a grey scale might be 
appropriate. Most other transformations can be handled by the application.
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gImageReader

The interface is fairly straightforward. On the left is a pane to handle the acquisition of a new 
image. This can be either by browsing the file system, downloading from a camera, or via a scanner.
The image will then appear in the central (initially right-hand) pane.

Controls along the top allow some modification of the image. The most useful is probably the 
rotation in order to align the text appropriately.

You can also change brightness and contrast to make the text stand out better. But in practice, I have
found that tesseract can extract text remarkably well from a dirty background.

You can then select one or more areas for processing. By clicking and dragging in the image, a 
rectangle is selected for analysis. To add another area, then hod the control key as well as clicking 
and dragging. The areas so selected will be processed sequentially. A little number shown in the top 
left corner shows the order of selection.

You should the check the selection language before hitting the “Recognise selection” button and 
another pane appears on the right containing the text it has found. This text can then be edited as it 
is, or copied out to another document you are producing.

Above the text pane are a set of controls to allow simple editing of the resultant text. Note also the 
left hand icon in that row. This dictates where the next OCR process will place the new text – either 
at the end of the current text, inserted at the cursor, or replaces the whole text. Depending on your 
requirements, select the one you want.

History of Tesseract

The OCR program tesseract was first developed at the HP laboratories at Filton near Bristol, UK, 
and Greeley, Colorado, US, and in conjunction with the University of Nevada at Las Vegas in the 
mid-1980s. But no work was done by HP on the character recognition part of the program after 
1995. However, HP then released it as Open Source in 2005, and Google subsequently picked it up 
for their own use and have been developing it ever since.

Other sources of information

There is an introduction to OCR at https://help.ubuntu.com/community/OCR and links from there 
to an article in Linux Journal. But it does not cover the graphical front ends that now exist.

The latest version can be obtained at http://code.google.com/p/tesseract-ocr/ which also has a 
number of links to other aspects of the work.

This link was given in my previous comments, but do not know whether it is still valid. If you are a 
member of IEEE (I am not), then you can access a paper from them which describes how to 
improve text taken by a digital camera from a book where they apparently say what to do when the 
lines appear curved, etc. If anyone can review it they would do us a service. You might find it at 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/login.jsp?url=http%3A%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org
%2Fiel5%2F4283407%2F4283408%2F04283429.pdf%3Farnumber%3D4283429&authDecision=-
203 
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Comments on Linux Mint Tara

There are a number of advances in the packages in Tara that make it worthwhile considering the 
update, depending on what you are doing.

Apart from the advance in tesseract, Libreoffice is at version 6, and seems to default to allow Asian 
Complex text Layout. Before you had to enable this as an option if you wanted it. It shows up when 
looking at the Font tab for modifying character and paragraph styles.

Some fonts have been extended. There are now more glyphs in the Liberation set of fonts than there
were before, in particular among the letter modifier section of unicode.

Useful websites for font analysis and languages

To see what type of script is used, and what they look like, for a lot of languages, you could try 
http://www.omniglot.com/, where you will find alphabetical lists of languages and various scripts.

To discover what glyphs are defined in Unicode that you might be interested in, then the definitions 
are all available at: http://www.unicode.org/charts/ where you scan all the sections of Unicode and 
get links to the documents describing each glyph in detail. From there you can get the name, and the
Unicode codepoint by its number in the form U+xxxx.

It is relatively easy to discover the glyphs available in a font – merely insert a special character in 
LibreOffice Writer, and scan the contents for the font you are interested in.

But to do the reverse, that is find a font on your system that contains a particular glyph, is a more 
difficult process, and there appears no standard utility to do this. However, there is a script available
at: https://unix.stackexchange.com/questions/162305/find-the-best-font-for-rendering-a-codepoint 
which does the job.

Alternatively, ask me for a copy of it.

To use it you must ensure you have installed the package python-fontconfig, and then copy the 
script from that page into a text file. Then make sure that you have a directory called bin in your 
home directory, and save the file under the name fc-search-codepoint in the bin directory.

Then, if you had to create the bin directory, you should log out and in again so as to make it visible 
to the system. Next, start a command line terminal, and issue the command:

chmod +x ~/bin/fc-search-codepoint

When you know the codepoint you want to look for, then you can use this script by means of a 
command line like this:

fc-search-codepoint U+21D1

which will find which fonts you have that support the UPWARDS DOUBLE ARROW glyph.
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